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Victorian Taxi Association’s submission to the Taxi Services Commission’s Regulatory 

Impact Statement: New Fare Device Specification 

August 2015 

 

The Victorian Taxi Association (VTA) welcomes the opportunity to respond to the Taxi Services 

Commission’s (TSC) Regulatory Impact Statement (RIS) on New Fare Device Specification. 

While understanding that the Victorian Taxi Industry Inquiry (VTII) made numerous 

recommendations the government committed to, it should be noted that one of the key reforms 

was: “Moving to a less ‘hands on’ regulatory approach that will encourage and facilitate 

competition, allow networks and operators more flexibility in how they meet regulatory 

standards and requirements, and give the industry scope to resolve problems as they emerge”1.  

The VTA is concerned that the New Fare Device Specification is not consistent with this 

objective, and in fact serves to increase the level of regulatory burden faced by the industry. 

Since 2012, the challenges and opportunities faced by the taxi industry in Victoria have shifted 

significantly to the extent that the current context looks markedly different to that which existed 

at the end of the VTII. Most particularly, the arrival and activities of a new, non-regulated 

competitor in the point to point transport services market has brought into question the 

appropriateness and necessity of such prescriptive specifications. In blunt terms such 

specifications are only as relevant as the regulators ability to ensure they are adhered to by all 

market participants. Without such compliance the incumbent industry suffers commercially due 

to the fact they incur higher costs as a result of complying with the law. 

Further, the emergence of an illegal Network Services Provider (Uber) makes it challenging for 

the compliant, incumbent industry to focus on specific regulatory changes that by their very 

nature make it less competitive because they impose higher operating costs. The new competitors 

do not face such encumbrance in their business because of their failure to comply with the law. 

Fundamentally the VTA is of the view that until these legal and regulatory anomalies are 

addressed, it is inappropriate to impose higher operating costs upon one sector of the market 

while another does as it chooses. 

Finally, it is of concern to the VTA, that elements of the content contained within the RIS appear 

to be misleading and inaccurate. The role of a taxi meter or fare device is to ensure passengers 

pay the regulated fare for a taxi service in Victoria. It should not act to achieve specific structural 

outcomes particularly while imposing such significant burdens. The VTA has enjoyed a 

cooperative and productive relationship with the TSC over the last two years. It is disappointing 

that the RIS contains what the VTA believe to be subjective and unsubstantiated claims and 

commentary. Some examples are included in Appendix A. 

  

                                                 
1 Customers First: Service, Safety, Choice Taxi Industry Inquiry Final Report Summary December 2012. p.7 
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TSC’s type approval process  

The VTA has a number of issues relating to the TSC’s type approval process, including but not 

limited to: 

 What is the timing of the process?  

 Will the TSC engage experts to undertake the various stages or have they that expertise 

internally?  

 Has the TSC the capacity to run the process for various technology providers 

simultaneously or only one device at a time?  

In relation to the costs to the manufacturers, for type approval, the document states that it will be 

in the order of $100,000 to $150,0002. No substantive analysis is provided in the document as to 

how these costs were calculated. Manufacturers who may wish to amend existing products or 

enter the market will require a greater level of detail. Without such detail entry could be inhibited 

and competition reduced. 

Implementation Phasing 

The proposed Implementation Phasing is planned to span twelve months. At this stage, Phase 1 

commences 1 January 2016. Given this is five months away and there is no timing around the 

type approval process, the VTA is concerned that these timelines appear ambitious and even 

unfeasible. 

The Victorian taxi industry has previously suffered the adverse effects of hasty rollouts. The 

VTA strongly encourages the TSC to consider what occurred previously, it’s impact on industry 

participants and consumers alike, and ensure an appropriate and realistic set of timelines are 

developed should the new technical specification move forward to implementation. The only 

way this can be achieved is by extensive dialogue with suppliers and potential suppliers. 

Data Collection 

An objective set out by the VTII was to reduce regulatory burden. Given the functions and role 

of the industry’s regulator were also significantly amended as a part of the reform process, the 

VTA would expect the burden associated with their activities would also be reduced. The 

specifications set out in the RIS do anything but reduce the burden, rather they significantly 

increase it. Of concern to the VTA, aside from those listed above, is the lack of any real 

justification for the increase and why it is necessary given the TSC no longer holds responsibility 

for a number of functions such as the setting of taxi fares or setting the number of taxi licenses.  

The VTA understands that some data is useful, however the quantity of data required, along with 

the regularity of transfer (every 10 seconds) indicates that the TSC will have an enormous 

amount of data. Such data could be provided on demand to reduce costs to industry participants.  

                                                 
2 Regulatory Impact Statement: New Fare Device Specification. p. 27 
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Live streaming the data as suggested seems to be an unnecessarily costly exercise - particularly 

in a context where numerous new market participants completely ignore existing, let alone more 

burdensome future, data reporting requirements. In short, the incumbent industry is unwilling 

and unable to support such initiatives until the requirement is imposed upon and agreed to by all 

market participants.  

Privacy 

Under the Purpose and content of Regulatory Impact Statement, the following point is made: 

“developing and implementing the new Fare Device specifications will involve consideration of 

a range of policy matters, including privacy.”3 

The document does not specifically deal with privacy again and the VTA considers it vital to 

acknowledge that given the amount of data that is proposed to be collected, the industry and 

travelling public should know exactly how that information is intended to be used and stored.  

There are already numerous checks and balances in Victorian taxis – in vehicle cameras, back to 

base alarms, GPS tracking, identification of the vehicle number and network and obligations for 

the driver to display their TSC driver accreditation. 

The unintended potential outcomes from the range and volume of data to be collected, is of 

concern. More detail is required on who will have access to the data, whether it be accessible 

under Freedom Of Information and if taxi drivers be confident the data will be treated 

sensitively.   

Costs 

The following statements concerns the VTA: 

“It is clear that opening up entry, increasing competition and reducing ineffective and costly 

regulation is the best way forward for the industry. These reforms will … deliver a much reduced 

regulatory burden on operators and networks.”4 The extent of this RIS is not a reduction in the 

regulatory burden. In fact, it increases the burden - “It will add to the costs of operating a taxi. 

However this is expected to be a negligible increment and will have no material impact on entry 

into the taxi market.”5  

This statement is not justified or analysed. Any increase on the cost to operate a taxi, should be 

taken into account: to claim it will have no material impact on entry is unfounded and illogical. 

Once again any increase in costs, while not carried by all market participants, puts unreasonable 

burden on those who do comply.  

The costs of the actual device in the RIS seem optimistic and somewhat varied. The assumption 

that the devices would be used for 10 years on average is unrealistic, given the modern 

                                                 
3 Regulatory Impact Statement: New Fare Device Specification. p. 6 
4 Taxi Industry Inquiry, Final Report September 2012. p.2-3 
5 Regulatory Impact Statement: New Fare Device Specification. p. 35 
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technology proposed. The requirements and design intention, seem unlikely to still be 

functioning in 2026, therefore the costs would occur more frequently. 

Competition 

The document states that “While market exit of some individual suppliers is not of itself a 

concern of sound competition policy, there is a risk that an overall reduction in the number of 

suppliers may shift the supply market to a monopoly or duopoly”6.  

This is an alarming statement for an industry who, while well-functioning, suffers many effects 

of small numbers of suppliers of some regulated items such as safety cameras and taxi driver 

protection screens. Arguably the lack of competition in areas such as these are the result of 

poorly constructed specifications and regulatory requirements.  

Conclusion 

The spirit of the reform process was to move away from regulating the Victorian taxi industry so 

heavily and enable previously non-taxi specific businesses to enter the market if they saw an 

opportunity. This RIS and the implications of the technical New Fare Device Specification, 

appear at odds with these aims.  

As set out above, a number of areas concern the VTA, in particular the ability of the industry to 

remain viable moving forward should greater care and consideration not be given to the 

industry’s existing operating environment.  

There can be little doubt that the context for the industry and its regulator has shifted 

significantly over the last two years. While commitments were made to deliver the majority of 

the reforms proposed by the VTII, the context in which this is occurring cannot simply be 

ignored. As stated at the outset, the adoption of such recommendations and their imposition upon 

the industry are only as relevant as the regulators ability to ensure they are adhered to by all 

market participants. Without such compliance, the incumbent industry is being asked to 

effectively suffer substantially higher operating costs as a result of complying with the law. 

The VTA remain happy to work with the TSC in relation to this matter but would urge that 

greater consideration is given regarding the context in which these measures are being 

implemented and the impact such processes could have on the ability of the industry to continue 

to improve the services received by its customers.  

  

                                                 
6 Regulatory Impact Statement: New Fare Device Specification. p 36 
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APPENDIX A 

 

Some examples of the subjective and unsubstantiated phrases in the RIS: 

 “Benefits were not able to be separately quantified, however were assessed as part of a 

multi-criteria analysis. However, one expected saving is reduced costs to the industry 

from taxis affiliation, where affiliation is maintained only to meet GPS tracking 

requirements. The proposed new Fare Devices will include GPS capability, removing the 

need for many taxis to be affiliated. This is estimated very conservatively to save the 

industry around $700,000 per year, and is likely to be higher.” p.3 

o All Metropolitan Operators, and the majority in the rest of the state, are currently 

GPS tracked through their Network Service Provider’s dispatch system. Operators 

do not affiliate for GPS tracking alone. The figure of $700,000 is not clarified. 

The RIS does not discuss the cost to operators of not affiliating – including a loss 

of booked work and other services. 

 “The TSC receives regular complaints about incorrect fares being charged…the possibly 

many more cases where passengers are not aware that they may be incorrectly charged.” 

p.11 

o This claim is unsubstantiated and has no reference. 

 “Vision impaired passengers rely solely on the honesty and competency of the 

driver…the incidence of vision impaired passengers being charged the incorrect fare is 

not known.” p.11 

o This statement is loaded and has no reference. 

 “investigations can be difficult where there is inadequate data about a particular taxi, such 

as identifying date, time and location.” p.11  

o NSPs have access to this data and routinely share it with the regulator. 

 “will deter theft of taxis or the use of taxis in other crimes, which also happens quite 

frequently” p.12  

o How frequently? This is a non-substantiated claim. 

 “To date, the regulator is receiving data in a standard format through the use of electronic 

dispatch systems. There are almost 100 NSPs across Victoria but only around 20 use 

electronic dispatch systems.” p.13  

o The percentage of taxis represented by the 20 NSPs is relevant information but 

not supplied.  

 


